THE NORTHERN POWERHOUSE
A double-edged sword or a
springboard of opportunity?
The opportunities and challenges discussed amongst
leading UK construction companies and supporting services.

Attendees:

Details of event:

Cath Kenyon (chair) - Kaleida Ltd

25th November 2015,

Brian Walton - BAM Nuttall

On The 7th, The Landing,

Roger Burton - nvirohaus

Media City,

Caty Cartwright - Social-Communications

Manchester

Mike Hampson - In-site Property Solutions
Matthew Crimes - Turner & Townsend
Tony Ross - Fabrifen
Susan Witterick - dBx Acoustics

Every quarter, Kaleida invites a group of key business leaders from across the construction industry to gather their thoughts
and insights on topics affecting their market. To attend future events, please contact us. Details on the back page.

INTRODUCTION

“Northern cities combined to take on the world”
The Northern Powerhouse
is a concept that hopes to
redress the North-South
economic imbalance and attract
investment into northern cities
and towns.
It was on 23rd June 2014 in Manchester’s
Museum of Science and Industry that
Chancellor George Osborne first announced
the country’s need for a Northern
Powerhouse. Stockton South MP, James
Wharton, was then appointed minister for the
Northern Powerhouse with the belief that
when northern cities combined, they could
take on the world, rivalling London as an
economic powerhouse.

The proposal involves improvement to
transport links, investment in science and
innovation, and devolution of authority in city
deals, encompassing the North East, North
West, Yorkshire and Humberside. Current
public opinion on the concept and its ability to
deliver remains mixed, but the vision continues
to gain traction.
Kaleida invited local business leaders in the
construction industry and supporting services
to consider the concept of the Northern
Powerhouse through their own experience.
They brought their insights and their own
hopes for the industry and the region as
people positioned in the midst of it. What
follows is a summary of these.
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BETTER TOGETHER
Perhaps we all benefit if the North can work
together and attract further investment into
the region, but where do the boundaries
lie? Who’s in, who’s out and what shape and
structure should the Northern Powerhouse
take? These are some of the questions the
general public have and are also the questions
of our attendees.
“It’s a great idea, but it needs its own impetus
and own structure.”
Brian Walton, BAM Nuttall.
“It’s not just whose part of it, it’s how we grow
and what we’re doing to be part of it?”
Tony Ross, Fabrifen.
Tony Ross commented that Manchester could
be seen as the second city of the UK, and
therefore the driving centre of the Northern
Powerhouse. The initial focus on Manchester
has caused contention for some, but as
Matthew Crimes from Turner Townsend
pointed out, it needs to start somewhere.
“There’s a question over whether we can grow
all the cities at the same time. London drives
Greater London and has a ripple effect. If
Manchester prospers, surely the surrounding
cities prosper.”

Roger Burton, chair of Constructing Excellence
and Director of nvirohaus agreed. “It’s all about
critical mass. How you connect people and
how you bring them together. We need our
own model for that. We’re not going to be
London.”
Our group of leaders agreed that the goal
was not to try and look like London. Similarly,
the goal should not be to try and make every
town and city in the North the same. Cath
Kenyon from Kaleida Ltd felt that the Northern
Powerhouse should support each city’s
individual specialism and identity.
“We should be looking to exploit the existing
pockets of excellence.”
Cath Kenyon, Kaleida.

“What might be right for
Manchester is definitely
not right for Yorkshire.”
Richard Carter

Matthew Crimes, Turner & Townsend.
With London’s population growing at twice
the speed of that of the Northern Powerhouse
region, should London be our example? In
a recent article Richard Carter from the
Yorkshire First Party stated that “Trying to
transplant and create a mini-London in the
north is not the answer.”
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GETTING CONNECTED
At the heart of the Northern Powerhouse
is the vision that the Northern cities should
be better connected. When the North is
a connected region, it becomes a force to
be reckoned with in terms of investment
opportunities and output. The majority of
the strategy and planning so far has focused
on rail and road connections, an area that for
many years has been overlooked. It is now
the area that has been promised the greatest
investment.

“If we wait until the transport links are
improved, we’ll be at retirement age.”
Mike Hampton, In-Site Property Solutions.
“We’ve got to think about sustainability. Do
we really want our people commuting for
hours each day? It’s not sustainable and we
don’t have to work like that anymore. It’s an
out-dated model. We should be thinking about
virtual connections and how we communicate.”
Roger Burton, nvirohaus.

“Surely it would be
better to invest in high
speed broadband.”
Susan Witterick
“The government’s commitment to the full
HS2 ‘Y’ network alongside record levels of
other transport investment will improve
journeys between London, the Midlands,
Scotland and the North’s key growth areas.
This will provide the foundation from which
we can build a Northern Powerhouse that will
be able to compete with the best performing
regions of Europe.”

The government has committed to double the
number of northern cities benefiting from the
Government’s superfast broadband programme,
but is this enough? Do we want commuter
networks or virtual ones?

Sir Richard Leese, Chair of Transport for
the North Partnership.
In our discussion, the question was posed as to
whether transport really provided the missing
link needed to build a Northern Powerhouse.
It was felt that improved transport links were
crucial, but there was a danger of relying on
transport to provide a connected north.

“I do wonder if HS2 is a
red herring?”
Tony Ross.
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A SPRINGBOARD FOR A SMARTER INDUSTRY

Networks aside, the Northern Powerhouse
could mean an awful lot to the construction
industry.
“It’s such a good opportunity for innovation,
both in the methods we use and the
way design teams and project teams
work together. We need to sit down and
fundamentally think about how we approach
a project, deliver a project and work together
to make it as efficient as we can.”
Susan Witterick, dBx Acoustics.
“We need to think in a sustainable way, with
proper town planning, master planning. It’s a
real springboard if we can take advantage of
it.”
Roger Burton, nvirohaus.

peaks and troughs and the supply chain loses
confidence.”
Brian Walton, BAM Nuttall.
If the industry doesn’t have the right people,
the plasterers, brick layers, the cranes or the
materials, it can’t deliver. There also needs
to be investment and funding for strategic
planning, programmes and resources.
“We need a modern industrial revolution. We
have a lot of catching up to do. We’re still
building in the same old way. We want to
see building more, but not just more people
building more things, we need a smarter
industry that’s more profitable and more
efficient.”
Roger Burton, nvirohaus.

The question of whether the industry can
take advantage and handle the pipeline of
work is an important one. If the construction
industry is to lend its strength to the vision of
the Northern Powerhouse, there needs to be
confidence – confidence in the concept itself,
in the people driving it and confidence in the
promises of the government.
“There has got to be proper confidence
and commitment to it. In our industry, you
get a lot of false dawns, promises of things
coming through that don’t come through.
With changes in government, there are
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A SPRINGBOARD FOR A SMARTER INDUSTRY

This is particularly true when considering the
housing market, where government targets for
new builds have been continuously missed,
driving up house prices and resulting in a
shortage of affordable housing.

As a developer, the Northern Powerhouse
presents him with a double-edged sword,
whereby outside investment risks driving up
land prices, pushing out the smaller SMEs and
developers.

“The Northern Powerhouse presents a great
opportunity to do things better, and do things
differently. It can’t just be building more of
what we already have.”

Alternatively, if prices are driven by need and
if the industry can produce housing quicker
and more efficiently, does the Northern
Powerhouse support SMEs? For many, the
question is the same as Susan Witterick’s.

Mike Hampton, Insite Properties.

“We have to have
infrastructure before
expansion.”
Caty Cartwright
“We should be thinking about how can we
deliver and deliver in a way that improves our
built environment and our lives?”

“Is this good news for
locally based smaller
companies, or are we
going to be pushed
out?”
			Tony Ross

Roger Burton, nvirohaus.
The housing market clearly demonstrates a
need for master planning and collaboration.
Without long-term view and innovation, things
are driven by volume. The North needs to build
something that is attractive, draws people in
and also keeps them here.
Mike Hampton from In-Site Property Solutions
feels that innovation and investment in new
processes is being held back by town planning.
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A TIME FOR CHANGE
“We can’t deliver the Northern Powerhouse
with the industry we currently have. Let’s use
this to deliver a better industry.”
Roger Burton, nvirohaus.
A better industry also means a better
workforce, one that is skilled and diverse. To
become an industry that attracts a diverse
range of people with wide ranging skills, the
construction industry needs to address the
public’s perception of the industry and a lack
of knowledge about careers and opportunities
in construction.

He feels that by employing local staff at a
labour level, having local apprentices, his
company is investing in the region and the
industry’s future.
The improved transport links could support
this too.
“With better transport links, young people
don’t leave their home cities, they can
commute to build skills where they are.”
Cath Kenyon, Kaleida.

Both these things can be achieved through
education. There are educational opportunities
through training and apprenticeships, but our
attendees felt more was needed.
“We need to get into the schools – educate
children before they’re apprenticeship age,
educate teachers and also educate the
parents. I’m starting to see companies do that
and invest in partnership programs. It’s a long
game, but it’s what needs to happen.”
Caty Cartwright, Social-Communications.

“We can’t rely on the
Northern Powerhouse
to answer the skills gap.”
Matthew Crimes
As an employer, Tony Ross felt it was his
responsibility to train up a flexible workforce.
“It’s the responsibility of employers to invest
in young people. There are great benefits
to investing in talented young people and
developing your own multi-skilled, flexible
workforce.”
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THE IDEAL NORTHERN POWERHOUSE

For our attendees, an ideal Northern
Powerhouse is one that values communication
and transportation; one that plans and
builds for the long term, both in terms of
infrastructure and the built environment, and
also skills, education and training.
“We have a potential opportunity here to
make this a fantastic place to live.”
Roger Burton, nvirohaus.
If approached correctly, we can not only
redress the North / South divide but also
tackle some of the factors that most impact
our work/life balance, to create a better living
experience.
“Ideally, the Northern Powerhouse shouldn’t
be driven from Westminster. We need our
own people here, elected directors. We will
have devolved powers in terms of leaders for
the city, so it makes sense to have devolved
powers for the Northern Powerhouse.”
Brian Walton, BAM Nuttall.
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“At the moment, what
we have a great brand
– but it’s a work in
progress. There’s a lot
to be done if it’s to live
up to the Chancellor’s
ambitions.
			Tony Ross
For Matthew Crimes, the ideal Northern
Powerhouse is one where there’s action.
“We’ve heard the concept, now we need
action.” Perhaps the February conference will
put more meat on the bones, delivering real
plans rather than just more talk.
And how will we know if the Northern
Powerhouse is delivering? Well the IPPR North
have attempted to answer these questions
by setting out benchmark tests. Whether it is
ultimately deemed a success or not may be
determined by who’s in leadership at the time
of asking.
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OUR CONCLUSION
Whether the Northern Powerhouse concept
succeeds or not, or whether you agree with
it or not, in pursing a better North, there are
opportunities for all if we’ll take them.
The North boasts several pockets of excellence
across a number of industries and experience
tells us that there is great value in backing
these. Silicon Valley and our very own Media
City show how investment around specialised
clusters can impact a region. The North wants
to be its best to attract the best, not by trying
to be London, but by celebrating and investing
in what makes the North unique and of value
to the global economy.
The North’s strength is in being different and
doing things differently, but collaboration
and connections are vital, not just physical
ones but virtual ones. It’s also clear that it’s
not just about different parts of the country
working together, but it’s about different
industries working and planning together and
being willing to innovate and embrace change
with a long-term vision for the future. If we
can do that, we might just have a Northern
Powerhouse.

“If you want to go fast,
go alone. If you want to
go far, go together.”
African proverb.
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SUPPORTING SOURCES

BBC Overview
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-32720462
The Guardian
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/oct/30/regional-slant-on-the-northernpowerhouse
HM Treasury / Government sites
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/hm-treasury
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/427339/thenorthern-powerhouse-tagged.pdf
IPPR North
http://www.ippr.org/files/publications/pdf/great-north-plan_Nov2014.pdf?noredirect=1
http://www.ippr.org/files/publications/pdf/state-of-the-north-2015_Oct2015.
pdf?noredirect=1
Proposition for an Interconnected North
http://www.manchester.gov.uk/downloads/download/5969/one_north
Transport for the North
http://www.transportforthenorth.com/news/New-Transport-for-the-North-Chair-joinsNorthern-Powerhouse-Transport-Minister-at-TfN-Autumn-Report-launch.html
Construction Enquirer
http://www.constructionenquirer.com/2015/08/11/blueprint-for-13bn-northernpowerhouse-routes/
Northern Powerhouse factsheet from Centre for Cities
http://www.centreforcities.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/15-06-01-NorthernPowerhouse-Factsheet.pdf
Construction News
http://www.cnplus.co.uk/news/government-policy/treasury-more-likely-to-back-northernpowerhouse-projects/8690012.article
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THANK YOU
Kaleida would like to thank the attendees for
their participation in the roundtable discussion
on 25th November 2015. The session provided
value insight into some of the questions,
concerns and opportunities across the industry
with regard to the Northern Powerhouse.
If you’re an industry leader and are interested
in participating in our next Construction
Roundtable early 2016, please contact
marianna@kaleida.co.uk
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